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Abstract. Lack of traceability and control is a problem nowadays iden-
tified by industries. There are many situations that prove the existence of
this problem: lack of trust between actors, lack of information about de-
fected products within business transactions, exception handling, actors
performing workarounds and not conforming prescriptions. To tackle this
problem, we consider knowledge from (i) DEMO, an Enterprise Ontol-
ogy that models business transactions and human interactions on orga-
nizations, (ii) BPMN the most consensual notation for business process
modeling and (iii) Blockchain, a technology that eliminates the need
of intermediaries, provides trust among the actors and traceability over
business transactions. Hyperledger Composer (HC) is a toolset example
to develop Blockchain applications. Due to the fact of blockchain be-
ing not totally recognized nowadays, this work maps concepts between
DEMO business transactions and HC in a first phase, then maps con-
cepts between BPMN and HC and applies the conceptualizations to a
context of business transactions supporting food supply and distribu-
tion resulting in two distinct HC prototypes. The conceptualizations are
evaluated to determine which approach turns faster the development of
blockchain solutions and prototypes are evaluated and compared in terms
of traceability capabilities.
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1 Introduction

Organizations in the business world aim to provide the maximum value to their
customers by selling to them the best products and services in a effective and
efficient way, reducing costs and maximize profits in order to obtain customer
satisfaction and consequently increase profit. For that purpose they need to
perform work and execute certain tasks which are called business processes [17].

In order to increase organizational functioning and efficiency within the scope
of enterprise governance, is necessary to exert control on organization’s business
processes [11]. Control can prevent some problems that organizations face, as
the difficulty to decide on the procedure of a business process when an exception
occurs, or the lack of knowledge about the exact state of a business process,
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or for not follow the work that has been defined [9]. However, sometimes the
problem isn’t caused by actors not following what has been defined, but by the
occurrence of an unexpected situation not previously defined [5].

In food supply chains, the above issues are common to occur due to the high
number of business collaborations between the stakeholders. In these scenarios
there are multiple actors that work together on delivering a product that must
possess very specific qualities to be fulfilled, therefore traceability and trust
are required [6]. Distributed knowledge, i.e., all actors viewing the same events
that occurred in the supply chain, is fundamental to handle new or unexpected
situations as food infections [2].

To tackle the above issues, a Blockchain solution, an immutable decentral-
ized ledger that tracks and records transactions and assets in a business network
[13], appears as a possible solution. However, some firms do not understand or
believe yet in blockchain technology [23] and in Blockchain solutions such as
Bitcoin [20] the social dimension of humans performing business transactions
in electronic environments is not a concern [12]. For this reason, this work pro-
poses two meta-models of conceptualization that integrate the interaction and
coordination knowledge involved in the human context of business processes and
the existing knowledge in terms of the technological secure business transactions
operation supported by Blockchain. To make this, the conceptualizations were
made between Hyperledger Composer (HC) a Blockchain tool and two different
business notations: DEMO and BPMN. Then conceptualizations were instanti-
ated in a food supply chain case study and the resultant HC prototypes were
evaluated in terms of traceability abilities

2 The problem

Nowadays, organizations face problems regarding lack of control in business pro-
cesses. Sometimes, they don’t know how to proceed when a workaround occurs
and with combination of occasionally not knowing the exact state of a business
process, can lead to wrong decision making [9]. These issues may be materialized
into lack of quality in organization’s products. One real situation where these
issues can occur is in a food products supply chain. In order to transform raw
materials and to deliver final products to the consumer, it is necessary to execute
a significant number of complex processes that involve a significant number of
actors, linked in the chain. To verify the origin and processing of products in
order to prevent problems, such as creation of an infection in a food product
[2], it is necessary to exist traceability in business processes. According to ISO
9001:2015 standard, traceability is ”the ability to trace the history, application
or location of an object” [3], therefore if traceability does not exist over the
processes, actors can’t detect the cause of the food infection.

Lack of trust among actors in collaborative processes [22] is a very frequent
problem in this kind of scenarios. Without trust, the probability of occurrence of
bullwhip effect [18], information distortion in the chain propagated from down-
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stream to upstream members is higher and the cycle times between the entities
involved increase [14].

The environments where business processes are executed, are complex sys-
tems as the ERPs [9]. Moreover, the business process models defined by organiza-
tions, do not ensure that actors perform according to them, because unexpected
events may occur. Therefore, actors execute sometimes only some parts of what
was defined [11].

In this line of reasoning, the problem identified is lack of control and
traceability in collaborative business processes for example in food supply
chains.

3 Related Work

In this section the state-of-art of the problem is presented containing works that
combined Blockchain technology with business methodologies.

3.1 Types of product management infrastructures

In supply chains, products need to be accessed or updated by different actors
and companies that may possess different information systems for this purpose
[19]. Thus is identified three solutions of product-centric information manage-
ment infrastructures: no shared platform, centralized platform and decentralized
platform [19].

In no shared platforms, each party that access a certain product creates its
own copy of product data. This kind of solution provides a high capability of
data protection since each company possess its own company-specific information
system. However, due to informational asymmetries, each party maintains its
own imperfect copy of the product data, which can cause failures in updating
that data turning it unavailable or inaccurate.

In centralized platforms, product data is centralized in a platform which
is shared between different organizations. The data is easier to update in this
solution than in no shared platforms and the probability to occur informational
asymmetries decreases. However, this approach doesn’t ensure trust between
participants since companies need to trust in a central party.

In decentralized platforms such Blockchain, control of data is decentralized
to a large number of equipotent participants. An asset is that participants don’t
need to trust in a central authority to interact [13] [19]. All parties can ver-
ify other’s work agreeing on entries ensuring trust [19]. However, high energy
consumption and difficulty to design are some drawbacks of this approach. Fur-
thermore, some authors believe that Blockchain is not mature enough and exist
many people that think that Blockchain is only Bitcoin [23].

3.2 Combining Business Process Management and Blockchain

To solve the problem of lack of trust in collaborative business processes execu-
tion, Weber et al. [22] developed a technique to integrate Blockchain into the
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choreography of processes without the need of trust in a third party. They started
to translate collaborative business processes in BPMN, into smart contracts ex-
ecutable in a Blockchain, which enable to coordinate and store the status of
collaborative business process execution across all participants. To connect the
execution of processes in Blockchain with external agents, the authors imple-
mented an interface. Their evaluation have shown that their system could clas-
sified traces correctly and latency is higher in public than private blockchain.

3.3 Combining Enterprise Ontology and Blockchain

Guerreiro et al. [12] presented a meta-model for interoperability secure business
transactions using Blockchain and DEMO. These authors believe that Blockchain
solutions are concerned with technological aspects and not with social ones.
Therefore, they integrated Enterprise Operating System (EOS) [10], a model
driven software system that supports the business process operation based on
DEMO methodology, with Blockchain to increase trust between stakeholders and
cyber security to enable the operation of multiple business transactions. In their
meta-model, actors are responsible to initiate and execute business transactions,
EOS assures runtime control of business transactions execution at application
level and at technological level, a private blockchain assures traceability trust
and security between companies.

De Kruijff et al. [16] explained Blockchain technology using Enterprise On-
tology. To turn this technology more recognize in the industry and based in
the ψ theory [8] [7], they have described Blockchain in three levels: datalogi-
cal, infological and essential. Datalogical layer describes the transactions at a
lower level residing on technical aspects like blocks and code. Infological level
describes the transactions as a ledger system that executes them. Finally, the
essential level, describes transactions in terms of business concerned with what
is created directly or indirectly by communication.

4 Proposal

Blockchain due to its potential assets for collaborative business processes was
the approach selected to tackle the identified problem. The first objective of this
proposal consists in building integrations of concepts between business method-
ologies as DEMO and BPMN with Hyperledger Composer blockchain tool to re-
duce the effort in the development of Blockchain solutions. The aim is to ease the
design and development of blockchain solutions in order to provide traceability
over collaborative business processes and remove the stereotype that blockchain
is too much hard to implement. Furthermore, another goal is to compare the
integration of concepts between DEMO and HC with the integration of concepts
between BPMN and HC to understand which is the business methodology that
accelerates more the development of blockchain applications.

The proposal consists in two meta-models of integration of concepts. The first
meta-model relates concepts from DEMO business transactions and Hyperledger
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Composer (HC) (Figure 1). The second meta-model, (Figure 2) relates concepts
from BPMN and HC. BPMN was selected for being the standard for business
process modeling and DEMO was for being a precise business methodology.

4.1 Integration between DEMO and Hyperledger Composer

This integration conceptualization was built based in the work of de Kruijff and
Weigand [16] [15].

Integration 1 states that a HC Participant is represented by an Actor in
DEMO, since HC participants are members of the blockchain network and in
DEMO an actor is a subject that performs a responsibility. Is not possible to
exist a HC Participant without existing a DEMO Actor.

Integration 2, maps a Business Transaction Step (BTS) with a HC Trans-
action. A business transaction kind (BTK) is the execution of a business trans-
action of a certain type. A Business Transaction Instance (BTI), corresponds to
the execution of a given BTK in a certain instance in time [12]. To complete
a BTI is necessary to execute business process steps (BTS) which are acts that
produce facts. Since a HC transaction is the mechanism used by actors to modify
assets, a BTS corresponds to an HC Transaction. Is not possible to exist HC
Transaction without existing the correspondent BTS.

Integration 3 states that a Business Transaction Instance is represented
by an Asset. An asset is a tangible or intangible good that exists in the network,
which is modified by transactions. Since a BTI passes through different steps,
to maintain and track its current state, it was mapped a DEMO BTI with an
Asset. A BTI is represented by an Asset, however not all Assets correspond to
a BTI.

Last integration maps HC Historian Record with DEMO Fact. In HC
exists an Historian Registry that records Historian Records [4], logs of
transactions and events submitted to the network. A DEMO fact is the result of
performing an act. An historian record is the result of performing a transaction.
Thus, an Historian Record records only and only one Fact and is not possible
to exist a Historian Record without existing the corresponding DEMO Fact.

4.2 Integration between BPMN and Hyperledger Composer

Integrations 1 and 2 from Figure 2 state that a HC Participant represents
BPMN Lanes and Pools. A Pool is a ”graphical representation of a Participant
in a Collaboration” [1] which can be sub parted in Lanes. A BPMN Partici-
pant is responsible for the execution of the process enclosed in a Pool and a HC
Participant is a member of the Blockchain business network that submit trans-
actions. To exist a HC Participant, it must exists a Pool or a Lane in BPMN.
In the other hand, it is possible to exist a Pool or Lane without exist an HC
Participant in a part of the process that is not persisted in blockchain such as a
phone call.
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Fig. 1. Conceptualization between DEMO business transactions and Hyperledger
Composer

Integration 3 maps a BPMN Message with a HC Asset. A Message rep-
resents the content of communication of two Participants. Assets are goods
existent in the network, thus a message can be defined as a good. A message can
exists without existing an Asset in a situation that a Message is not persisted in
blockchain such as a phone call. An Asset does not depend from a Message to
exist since it can be other type of good such as a car.

Integration 4 maps a BPMN Flow Node with a HC Transaction. A Flow
Node is a super class of Activities, Events and Gateways. Activity is work
performed within a business process with duration that produce state. Since
Transactions produce modify and create Assets, Activity was mapped with
HC Transaction. Event is something that ”happens” during the course of a
process, without resources and instantaneously and is mapped with HC Trans-
action too. A throwing message event work as a HC Transaction, because
is executed by a participant. Gateways as HC Transactions, control how the
process flows and are performed without associated time and resources. To exist
an HC Transaction, it must exists a BPMN Flow Node since it is necessary to
understand which behaviour the transaction will perform.

Integration 5 maps BPMN ItemAwareElement with HC Asset. ItemAwa-
reElements are BPMN elements which are subject to store or convey items
during process execution that include Data Objects and Data Stores. Since data
objects and data stores are created and modified along a Process, they can
be understood as goods. In parts of business process that are not persisted in
blockchain such as phone calls, a text message that can be modeled as a Data
Object does not exist in the blockchain. In the same way, an Asset may represent
other type of goods.
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Fig. 2. Conceptualization between BPMN and Hyperledger Composer

5 Demonstration

To demonstrate the research proposal, the meta-models were applied in a banana
supply chain case study.

To model the case study in DEMO, two representations were used: an Actor
Transaction Diagram (ATD) and a Transaction Result Table (TRT). In ATD
it was identified 14 transaction types and TRT shown the results of performing
them. T04 - Order creating is one example of a transaction type that corresponds
of a creation of an order of bananas.

The modeling in BPMN only implied a BPMN collaboration diagram. Each
Lane corresponded to a participant of the case study and to represent work
performed by those participants, we opted to represent only activities.

In HC prototype that considered DEMO, exists a key asset named Business
Transaction Instance. This asset represents the execution of a business transac-
tion kind and has associated a state that varies according to steps of DEMO
standard transaction pattern [8]. Each HC Transaction in this prototype corre-
sponded to a step of the DEMO standard transaction pattern that changes the
state of the business transaction instance specified.

In HC prototype that considers BPMN, there isn’t a Business Transaction In-
stance asset as the previous one. Here the transactions have the name of specific
activities as Produce Bananas and are not dependent from a pattern.

6 Evaluation

Experiments simulation and descriptions were the selected methods to evaluate
the solution.
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Meta-models were evaluated according to principles of sterle et al. [21]. Both
meta-models have presented abstraction since both are applicable to a set of
problems that blockchain can solve such as need of intermediaries and traceabil-
ity of products. They provide justification because reside in the documentation
of HC, BPMN and DEMO and provide benefit since in the future control ap-
plications can be founded in the two meta-models. Meta-models contribute to
the body of knowledge since it eases the development of blockchain applications
with traceability capabilities. The meta-models were also evaluated according to
the relations established in figures 1 and 2 and it was concluded that the DE-
MO/HC meta-model turns faster the development of blockchain solutions than
BPMN/HC meta-model.

To evaluate and compare both approaches in terms of traceability, a super-
vised experiment with students and professors was performed. The results have
shown that participants have found the prototype that used BPMN more per-
ceptible. In terms of transactions to complete the case study scenario, prototype
that considered DEMO needed to perform 174 transactions while the prototype
that considers BPMN only needed to perform 85 transactions.

It was also simulated a scenario with an unexpected situation to evaluate the
capability of detecting it, its cause and the responsible. It was concluded that the
prototype that considers DEMO is more objective in detecting the responsible
of executing a certain business process.

7 Communication

To obtain scientific evaluation a paper were submitted to:

– D. Silva, S. Guerreiro and P. Sousa, ”Conceptualizing DEMO business trans-
actions with Blockchain HyperLedger Composer to enable Traceability and
Control,” in Enterprise Engineering Working Conference (EEWC). Springer,
2018

The paper proposes a first version of the meta-model that integrates DEMO
business transactions and Hyperledger Composer. The conceptualization was
then applied to a context of business transactions supporting food supply and
distribution. Furthermore, a initial Hyperledger Composer prototype that shows
traceability capabilities was provided.

8 Conclusion

It was identified the problem of lack of traceability and control in collab-
orative business processes for example in food supply chains. Through
the literature review was concluded that blockchain was a possible approach to
tackle this problem due to its benefits such as trust, traceability, immutability.
However, there are still organizations that don’t believe in this technology or
don’t understand how it works at all.

To address the above issues, it was presented two meta-models of integra-
tion of concepts between business modeling notations DEMO and BPMN and
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Hyperledger Composer, a toolset to simplify the development of blockchain
applications. The meta-models aiming in considering existing social aspects
when performing business transactions and to remove wrong stereotypes about
blockchain.

8.1 Lessons Learned and Main Contributions

First it was learned that exists an effort in combining business process mod-
eling and enterprise ontology with blockchain technology to develop solutions
that increase trust between stakeholders. However some organizations don’t still
believe in blockchain.

It was also learned that BPMN is a notation with some ambiguities since
there are different symbols that can model the same process element which
enables to conclude that the combination of HC and DEMO turns faster the
development of blockchain solutions. It was also learned that either the approach
that considers DEMO and either the approach that considers BPMN possess
traceability capabilities since they were developed in HC prototypes. However,
the manner how the logs are generated depend from the business
methodology adopted, which can cause difficulty or easiness to people that
are tracing or tracking the processes and products.

In this line of reasoning it is believed that the meta-models proposed can
guideline companies for develop blockchain solutions to achieve traceability in
collaborative business processes.

8.2 Limitations

Is not be possible to declare completely that this solution is appropriate to
all industries and all organizations since this was tested with a low number of
participants. Other limitation is not having developed a translator that takes
a BPMN or DEMO model as input and gives as output a HC smart contract.
The fact of the interface for the demonstration be too much technical and local
machine’s reduced resources for business networks deploy are other limitations

8.3 Future Work

In future, it could be developed a translator that traduces DEMO representa-
tions in Hyperledger Composer smart contracts. The proposal solution could be
demonstrated in organizations that already adopt blockchain solutions and in
others that do not. Both business network prototypes could be deployed in Hy-
perledger Fabric infrastructures with diverse organizations to test its scalability
and latency.
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